T.J. Clark is a 4th generation native of Wyoming, raised in Powell where hunting, pack trips, rodeo and horses play a major role in his life. Raised in the cowboy way of life, T.J. spends most of his time when he’s not guiding hunters, training horses and picking up broncs at the PRCA rodeo’s around the USA. He began riding his own horse into the mountains when he was three-years-old and just naturally grew into the business. He guided his friends during high school and began as a professional guide when he turned 18. T.J. is a full partner with his mom & dad, their business is Wyoming Wilderness Outfitters and has been the operating manager of their Emerald Creek camps for 6 years. T.J. really likes calling Big Bull Elk and hunting Big Horn Sheep. If he’s not in the mountains, he likes to be in a rodeo arena somewhere around the country.